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Object Oriented Logic Programming as an Agent
Building Infrastructure

Paul Tarau

Abstract— We show that agent programming patterns are well
expressed in terms of an object oriented layer extended with a gen-
eralized inheritance mechanism and independent logic program-
ming based inference engines. Instead of proposing yet another
agent programming “model” we simply derive key agent program-
ming patterns as the natural result of a set of programming lan-
guage constructs.

The suggested equation: Agents = Objects + Logic + Infer-
ence Engines + Coordination + Remote Action provides orthogonal
agent composition mechanisms which are expressive and highly
reusable.

The approach described in this paper has emerged in the pro-
cess of building Agent classes as extensions to our industrial
strength Object Oriented Prolog system, Jinni 2002, available for
online evaluation at:

http://www.binnetcorp.com/Jinni

Keywords: Agent Programming Languages, Remote Execution,
Blackboard-based Agent Coordination, Multi-threaded Logic Pro-
gramming Engines, Distributed AI

I. INTRODUCTION

The paradigm shift towards networked, mobile, ubiquitous
computing has brought a number of challenges which require
new ways to deal with increasingly complex patterns of inter-
action: autonomous, reactive and mobile computational entities
are needed to take care of unforeseen problems, to optimize
the flow of communication, to offer a simplified and person-
alized view to end users. These requirements naturally lead
towards the emergence of agent programs with increasingly so-
phisticated inference capabilities, as well as autonomy and self-
reliance.

Jinni (Java INference engine and Networked Interactor) [1],
[2], is a lightweight, multi-threaded compiled Prolog system
with powerful Object and Agent Oriented extensions, intended
to be used as a flexible scripting tool for gluing together knowl-
edge processors with Java and .NET components in distributed
applications. Jinni’s high level, portable, secure networking
layer provides intelligent interoperation between Java and .NET
components on Windows on Linux/Unix and Pocket PC plat-
forms.

Jinni threads are coordinated through blackboards, local to
each process. Associative search based on term unification
(a variant of Linda [3], [4]) is used as the basic synchroniza-
tion mechanism. Threads, blackboard and networking opera-
tions are controlled with lightweight, fast bytecode Prolog in-
terpreters. The synergy of these features makes Jinni a conve-
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nient development platform for distributed AI, and in particular,
for building intelligent autonomous agent applications.

II. THE JINNI ONTOLOGY: ORTHOGONAL LANGUAGE

CONSTRUCTS FOR AGENT PROGRAMMING

As technology matures and design patterns emerge and con-
solidate, Agent Programming is getting closer and closer to a
programming paradigm status [5]. This implies a high degree
of compositionality - ability to put together general purpose
programs from simple, reusable building blocks. With this in
mind, we will overview here the set of orthogonal components
which make up Jinni’s Ontology.

Objects: provide proven program composition and code
reuse mechanisms and allow extension of a libraries of behav-
iors and knowledge processing components.

Logic: Logic programming provides well understood, res-
olution based inference mechanisms. Beyond clause selec-
tion in the resolution process and generalized parameter pass-
ing, unification provides flexible search in message queues and
databases.

Inference Engines: execution of multiple independent goals
is needed for implementing complex reactive patterns in agent
programs. Engines are lightweight and highly autonomous
instances of language interpreters - running through various
scheduling models - in particular through blackboard coordi-
nated multi-threading.

Coordination: agent coordination can (and should) be sep-
arated from the details of agent communication and the agent’s
computational mechanisms (engines). We suggest coordina-
tion through blackboards - databases with intelligent, constraint
based search - instead of conventional message passing.

Remote Action: a simple client-server style remote call
mechanism is suggested, as a building bloc for various forms of
remote action - in particular for supporting remote event propa-
gation. Building blocks for implementing agent security layers
are provided as a combination of server side sandboxing, strong
cryptography and password controlled server access. Once se-
curity is in place, the suggested infrastructure can safely emu-
late more flexible P2P interaction patterns.

III. EXPRESSING KEY AGENT PROGRAMMING PATTERNS

We will start by outlining how Jinni’s programming language
constructs cover key agent programming idioms.

Reactive Behavior: We have avoided any form of interleav-
ing ”thinking” and ”action” stages in the agent programming
model itself. The availability of multi-threading, local and re-
mote blackboard based coordination mechanisms, and multi-
ple reentrant language interpreters allows a logical separation
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of concerns: inference mechanisms and reaction to events (ex-
pressed as patterns waiting for matching blackboard data) are
expressed by orthogonal language constructs and can be pro-
grammed as loosely coupled components.

Multi-Agent Mechanisms: Building efficient multi-agent
systems effectively is ensured by a flexible object extension
mechanism (Cyclic Multiple Depth First Inheritance). Com-
plex Agents are built by importing from a library of agent roles
and event processors. Traditional inheritance has been confined
to trees (simple inheritance) or lattices (multiple inheritance).
This contrasts with the dominant information sharing model -
the Web - which has an arbitrary directed graph structure. At
the same time, the multi-agent context, with components devel-
oped by independent programmers, suggests a directed graph
model as the inheritance mechanism for agent code. Intuitively,
this allows programmers to be aware only of a small set of simi-
lar ”neighbors” and be able to safely import roles and behaviors
without being aware of the complete component library.

Agent Negotiation: Blackboard based programming pro-
vides natural building blocks for agent negotiation, search and
market-style result optimizers. Our blackboards are enhanced
with ”blackboard constraint processing” - small chunks of ad-
ditional code to be tested once the ”waiting” pattern has been
matched against new data produced by independent local or re-
mote threads.

IV. DESIGN ISSUES IN OBJECT ORIENTED PROLOG

Agent Oriented Programming can be seen as a natural exten-
sion to Object Oriented programming - provided that the object
system provides appropriate aggregation mechanisms to build
and share agent program components.

A. From modules to classes

Prolog module designs have already tried to provide class-
like abilities. It makes sense to conceptually reuse their syntax
and their handling of state through local databases for a classes.

B. Class and Instance state: fields or assertions?

Prolog’s associative search through dynamic clauses can eas-
ily be reused for supporting both class and instance level state.
Still, Object Oriented layers built on top of procedural lan-
guages have traditionally used fields. Prolog assert/retract and
possibly support for multiple dynamic databases already pro-
vides a richer set of state management operations that tradi-
tional destructive assignment in procedural language bases ob-
ject oriented systems.

Clearly fields can be easily approximated as dynamic unary
predicates with exactly one clause each. On the other hand
”backward compatibility” with traditional Object Oriented lan-
guages suggests a special syntax for that. It also make sense
to consider them as a backdoor through which one can intro-
duce strong typing to Prolog - without touching the semantics
of unification and clause resolution. The idea is to use (like
in Java) classes as types, together with basic types (integers,
strings, floats) - and impose dynamic type checking on fields (at
assignment time) and on predicate arguments (at call time). The

natural mapping of existing Prolog code into a typed universe
would be that by default, in the absence of syntax, arguments
and fields are of the most generic type.

C. The Logic of Inheritance

Inheritance can be seen as a special purpose inference mech-
anism. A two line transitive closure Prolog predicate does it
- so why do we need it altogether in Logic Programming lan-
guages? At a closer look, one will notice that inheritance is
in fact inference applied to locating methods in sets of methods
(classes). In the presence of method overloading and subtyping,
the search mechanism can be seen as a restricted form of unifi-
cation. The only problem is that, oddly enough, logic programs
(seen as sets of clauses) have not been considered first order
objects in widely used logic programming languages (Prolog in
particular). Another issue is that the dominant object oriented
programming style is class based. Fairly sophisticated Reflec-
tion packages are needed in languages like Java to manipulate
classes and instances as first order objects - and it does not hap-
pen in a simple and uniform way. On the other hand - a class
based design provides well known techniques to handle most
of the inheritance related overhead at compile time and a good
basis for a (strong) type system. In a conventional object ori-
ented language, a class is simply a collection of methods and
fields. On the other hand a logic program is a set of clauses -
a more uniform domain. It is convenient however to see them
as a set of predicates (sets of clauses sharing the same main
head functor) as the semantics of Prolog ensures that control
mechanisms like CUT and backtracking are actually confined
to clauses within a predicate. This makes a predicate the appro-
priate unit to implement a method - and it also implies an ”all or
nothing” clause inheritance mechanism: a predicate defined in
a class will override all clauses for the same predicate defined
elsewhere. Anyway, as most Prolog programmers are aware,
mixing clauses from different files will result in unexpected se-
mantics and difficult to maintain programs.

Traditional inheritance has been confined to trees (simple in-
heritance) or lattices (multiple inheritance). This contrasts with
the dominant information sharing model - the Web - which has
an arbitrary directed graph structure (handled quite well despite
its size and growth). While limiting the scope of inheritance
in procedural languages makes sense given the presence of side
effects, an arbitrary directed graph model is worth trying out in
the context of declarative languages endowed with a formally
simpler and cleaner semantics. Procedural languages have been
unable to reuse their class systems as a mechanism for name
spaces - requiring for this purpose additional constructs like
Java’s packages. Interestingly enough, the package/namespace
system, as well as the mapping from classes to their member
fields and method arguments, form arbitrary directed graphs.
As such, they require additional ”language ontology” (declara-
tions, local names, delegation) that breaks the automation in-
duced by free propagation through inheritance. In fact, such
constructs are just reformulations of the conventional procedure
call based code reuse.

With this in mind, cyclical multiple inheritance looks like
a natural choice for designing an object oriented structuring
mechanism around a logic programming language. Depth first
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search for a matching predicate can happen at compile time - to-
gether with a loop checking mechanism. Classes that are parts
of a cycle will see their own methods prevailing over methods
(predicates) defined elsewhere. A main, prevailing inheritance
path based on what’s listed first in a file gives (most of) the
benefits of single hierarchical inheritance.

Instance and class level state is implemented naturally
through local dynamic database mechanisms - with the same
”one predicate at a time” assumption: an instance level dynamic
predicate will replace all clauses of a class level predicate if
overriding is used.

V. CLASSES, INSTANCES AND INHERITANCE IN JINNI’S

OBJECT ORIENTED PROLOG

Jinni 2002 features a simple, elegant and fast Object Ori-
ented Prolog layer - built as a natural extension to ISO Prolog.
Classes are just Prolog files with include declarations - almost
no changes are required to reorganize your existing Prolog code
in an Object Oriented style. As the dispatching of method calls
is handled at compile time and instances are lightweight, Jinni
2002’s Prolog Objects are extremely efficient. Prolog class files
can be located at arbitrary URLs on the Web - one can inherit
and override from a virtually unlimited library of existing Pro-
log files. And what if cycles will form? Not a problem! Jinni
2002 supports multiple cyclic inheritance for building in a scal-
able way, an arbitrary network of Web or file based interdepen-
dent Prolog classes!

A class foo is associated to each Prolog file (or URL) let’s
say foo.pl. In a way similar with compiling a Prolog file in a
conventional way with ?-compile(foo), the user can enter
a default instance of the class foo with

?-enter_class(foo).

or call code in it (like in the presence of a conventional mod-
ule system) from outside with

?-foo:<predicate>.

If foo.pl contains :-[<superclassfile>] declara-
tions, let’s say something like :-[bar], definitions not
found in foo will be searched in bar. As files and URLs
are treated in similar ways, inheritance directives like :-
[’http://www.my_url.com’] can refer to non-local
URLs as well.

ISO Prolog’s :-initialization((<Goal>)) decla-
rations are processed (in reverse order) after collecting them
from included files - as a mechanism of class level initializa-
tion, shared among all instances. Code added with assert/1 in
such initialization/1 calls will be visible in all instances.

Code inheritance is handled at compile time - through a spe-
cial ocompile/1 command which reinterprets include di-
rectives like :-[<file>] as inheritance from other Prolog
files/classes. Classes are compiled on the fly, at the first use of
a class or creation of a new instance.

The multiple cyclical depth first inheritance mechanism is
implemented by keeping the path consisting of the list of visited
includes, when (at compile time) predicates not defined locally,
are brought from files or URLs. In the presence of multiple in-
cludes, a ”depth-first” order for finding definitions ensures that

a dominant main inheritance tree prevails in case of ambiguity.
This concept of cyclical inheritance allows reuse of Prolog code
located virtually everywhere on the Web from a local perspec-
tive.

Constructors are simply predicates of various arities having
the same name as the file (or URL). At instance creation time,
no-arg constructors of supers are automatically called, in re-
verse inheritance order. This usually ensures that fields defined
locally or in the main inheritance chain will prevail. Program-
mers should initialize most fields in these default constructors.
Constructors (of any arity) are inherited, if not provided. They
can freely call constructors defined in their super classes us-
ing their predicate names, same as the ones of the superclasses’
names.

Instance Fields are local to each instance. A set op-
eration <field name> <= <value> and a get op-
eration <field name> => <Prolog variable> are
provided, like in:

radius <= 99
radius => R

Assert/1 and other database operations are local to instances
- but the results of class level asserts are visible in instances -
until overridden by a local assert with the same predicate name
and arity.

Instances are created from Constructors (same as class
names if no-arg, having the main functor the same as the class
name if having arguments) with the new/2 command:

new(Constructor,Instance)

In the process, an internal Class handle is created and if
needed the code for the class is compiled on the fly and attached
to it.

Class Fields are shared among instances. In fact, they
are just instance fields belonging to instance 0 - which keeps
the state of the class itself. A class field set operation
<field name> <== <value> and a class field get oper-
ation <field name> ==> <Prolog variable> are
used as in:

instance_count <== 10
instance_count ==> R

When performed from instances of a given class, these op-
erations are applied to the fields of the class, not the instance.
Like static variables in Java, they refer to data shared among all
instances of a class.

VI. OTHER AGENT BUILDING BLOCKS: ENGINES,
THREADS AND BLACKBOARDS

A. Multiple Inference Engines, Answer Generation and Con-
trol

Independently of its multi-threading mechanism, Jinni
2002 provides first order inference engines - separate in-
stances of its dynamically growing/shrinking runtime system
(heap,stack,trail) which can be controlled through the follow-
ing API:

� new engine(Instance, AnswerPattern, Goal, Engine-
Handle): creates and returns a new engine based on code
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and dynamic database state associated with a Prolog class
instance

� get(EngineHandle, Answer): asks an engine
for a new Answer, which will be of the form
the(AnswerPatternInstance) on success and which
will be no on failure as well on any call after failure
occurred

� stop(EngineHandle): makes sure the engine is stopped.
Only no answers will be available from the engine in the
future.

� return(Answer): initiated by the engine - which acts such
that the next get/2 of the parent will obtain a copy of An-
swer. Note that engines are fully reentrant - in particular,
the parent can force the engine to resume its work with an-
other get/2 request - in which case the engine performs as
if the return/1 statement were not in effect.

Example:

?- new_engine(X,(member(X,[1,2]),
(X=1,return(good(X));X>1)),E),
get(E,A),get(E,B),get(E,C),get(E,D).

A = the(good(1)) B = the(1) C = the(2)
D = no E = 1331 X = _120 ;

This kind of functionality seems the simplest way to imple-
ment some agent-style control mechanism on top of Prolog - it
provides a minimal set of language constructs for the kind of
control users want to have interactively over Prolog’s answer
production.

B. Threads and Hubs

Jinni 2002 supports a simple multi-threading model, given
by the following API:

� bg(Goal,ThreadHandle): launches a new thread execut-
ing Goal and returns a ThreadHandle to it

� hub ms(Timeout,HubHandle): constructs a new Hub
returned as a HubHandle - a synchronization device
on which N consumer threads can wait with col-
lect(HubHandle,Data) for data produced by M producers
providing data with put(HubHandle,Data). However, if
a given consumer waits more than Timeout milliseconds
it returns and signals failure. As usual in Java, 0 timeout
means indefinite suspension.

� current thread(ThreadHandle): returns a handle to the
current thread - might be passed to another thread wanting
to join this one.

� bf join thread(ThreadHandle): waits until a given thread
terminates.

� sleep ms(Timeout): suspends for Timeout milliseconds,
while consuming minimal (practically no) CPU power

C. Thread Coordination with Blackboards

Blackboards are global (one per Jinni process) databases
which provide thread coordination through the following (ex-
tended Linda) operations:

� in(Pattern): waits for data on the blackboard which
matches (through unification) Pattern

� out(Pattern): puts for data on the blackboard and possibly
resumes a thread waiting with in/1 if Pattern matches

� all(Pattern,Matches): returns a list of terms on the black-
board ready to match Pattern or an empty list if none
matches. Such data has been put on the blackboard using
out/1 operations.

� wait for(Term,Constraint): waits for a term on the
blackboard, such that Constraint holds

� notify about(Term): notifies a suspended matching
wait for(Term,Constraint), if Constraint holds, that
Term is available

Blackboard operations can be combined with remote run re-
mote predicate calls to allow interaction between threads dis-
tributed in different processes on the same or on different com-
puters on the net. Threads can be launched locally or remotely
with bg operations.

1) Using Blackboard Constraints: The natural extension
to Linda [3], [4] introduced in Jinni is to use constraint solv-
ing for the selection of matching terms, instead of plain uni-
fication, as provided by wait for(Term,Constraint) and no-
tify about(Term).

For instance,

notify_about(stock_offer(qqq,21))

would trigger execution of a thread having issued

wait_for(stock_offer(qqq,Price),Price<22).

while something like

notify_about(stock_offer(qqq,23))

would leave the thread having issued the wait for operation
suspended.

Note that in a client/server Linda interaction, triggering an
atomic transaction when data verifying a simple arithmetic in-
equality becomes available, would be expensive. It would re-
quire repeatedly taking terms out of the blackboard, through ex-
pensive network transfers, and put them back unless the client
can verify that a constraint holds. On the other hand, a server
side execution checks a constraint only after a match occurs be-
tween new incoming data and the head of a suspended thread’s
constraint checking clause, i.e. a basic indexing mechanism is
used to avoid useless computations. In this setting, a remote
client thread can perform all the operations atomically on its
own thread, using local operations on the server, and return
the computed results asynchronously. The (simplified) frag-
ment showing the implementation of wait for and no-
tify about is as follows:

wait_for(Pattern,Constraint):-
if(take_pattern(available_for(Pattern),

Constraint),
true,
((

out(waiting_for(Pattern,Constraint)),
in(holds_for(Pattern,Constraint))

))
).

notify_about(Pattern):-
if(take_pattern(

waiting_for(Pattern,Constraint),
Constraint),

out(holds_for(Pattern,Constraint)),
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out(available_for(Pattern))
).

% takes the first matching Pattern
% for which Constraint holds
take_pattern(Pattern,Constraint):-

all(Pattern,Ps),
member(Pattern,Ps),
call(Constraint),
in(Pattern,_).

Note that each time the head of the waiting clause matches
incoming data, its body is (re)-executed.

Although termination of constraint checking is left in the pro-
grammer’s hand, only one thread is affected by a loop in the
code. This is quite important in a multi-agent setting as it en-
sures that a server’s integrity as such not being compromised by
a looping client thread. Note that incorporating symbolic con-
straint reducers (CLP, FD or interval based) can significantly
improve performance for large scale problems.

VII. REMOTE EXECUTION WITH OBJECT ORIENTED

PROLOG CLASSES

As part of the growing library of Object Oriented Prolog
components (see directory classlib), Jinni provides a server and
a client class which will be used as inheritance roots for various
components (secure client and server, agents etc.).

A. The Server and Client classes

The constructor server(Port,Password) creates a server in-
stance listening on a port and only executing queries of clients
providing a matching password.

The constructor client(Host,Port) creates a client which will
try to connect to a server on Host, Port. The resulting client
is ready to send queries with ask(Goal). While a client per-
forming a remote run operation opens and closes the socket
automatically, instances of this client will keep the socket
open until the programmer uses a disconnect operation. All
calls on a given socket run on the same thread on the server.
This added flexibility requires less system resources and avoids
TCP WAIT related errors on operating systems slow in freeing
the ports of closed sockets. Note that a password (tweety in the
examples) is needed for the server to accept a client’s requests.

Server Window:
?- new(server(8888,tweety),S),

S:serve.
hello

Client Window
?- new(client(localhost,8888,tweety),

C),
C:ask(println(hello)),
C:disconnect.

B. Secure Communications Using Cryptography and Sealed
Objects

When running under JDK 1.4 or later, which integrates a
cryptography package Jinni provides secure communication

classes. Note that from a user’s perspective security is com-
pletely transparent, as shown in the following example:

Server Window:
?- new(secure_server(8888,tweety),S),

S:serve.
hello

Client Window
?- new(secure_client(localhost,8888,tweety),

C),
C:ask(println(hello))

Internally, Jinni makes use of serialized Prolog terms which
are encrypted as Sealed Objects before being sent over a socket.

C. The Transport Layer

The transport layer is provided as a simple client-server Re-
mote Predicate Call mechanism given by the following API:

� run server(Port,Password): runs a server on a given Port
and with given Password (to be matched by connecting
client queries)

� remote run(Host,Port,Answer,Goal,Passwd,Result):
asks a server waiting on Host, Port to execute Goal
and return a Result of the form the(AnswerInstance)
if the query succeeds or no if it fails. The returned
answer instance contains a copy of Answer with bindings
resulting of the execution of Goal. Note that the execution
is deterministic and only the first solution is returned.

Note that the transport layer is a replaceable component and
can be provided by RMI, SOAP, CORBA, multicast sockets or
any other communication mechanism.

VIII. AGENT PROGRAMMING

A. Agent Programming: form Message Passing to Blackboards
and Inference Engines

The first thing that strikes someone looking into performa-
tives + message based agent scripts is the tediousness of com-
munication between agents - reminding the colorful chaos and
redundancy of a bazaar rather that the crisp architectural rules
of a cathedral1, where the actors try to explain, argue and nego-
tiate instead of actually getting business done. Often, message
passing based agent communication is dominated by frivolous
exchanges focusing on the protocol instead of the work to be
performed.

Excessive communication is often an indication of limited
intelligence and automation. We believe that inferential mech-
anisms will enable agents to avoid asking each other the obvi-
ous - very much like wise people do. This also means that au-
tonomous search mechanisms, associative processing of events
and data records is needed.

Our agent infrastructure design is based on the belief that
message passing agent programming constructs should evolve
into a more structured blackboard based and inference enabled
component technology.

�

The pun resulting from this comparison is related of course to [6] which
advocates the contrary for human actors involved in software engineering tasks.
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B. Basic agent programming with Jinni

Agents’ behaviors are implemented easily in terms of syn-
chronized in/out Linda operations and remote execution. As an
example of such functionality, we will describe the use of two
simple chat agents, which are part of Jinni’s standard library:

a) Window 1: : a reactive channel listener

?-listen(fun(_)).

b) Window 2: : a selective channel publisher

?-talk(fun(jokes)).

They implement a front end to Jinni’s associative pub-
lish/subscribe abilities. The more general pattern fun(_) will
reach all the users interested in instances of fun/1, in particu-
lar fun(jokes). However, someone publishing on an unre-
lated channel e.g. with ?-talk(stocks(nasdaq)). will
not reach fun/1 listeners because stocks(nasdaq) and fun(jokes)
channel patterns are not unifiable.

C. Coordinating the Sell/Buy Function for Stock Market Agents

A more realistic stock market agent’s buy/sell components look
as follows:

sell(Who,Stock,AskPrice):-
% triggers a matching buy transaction on the
% (remote) server implementing the "market"
remote_run(
notify_about(offer(Who,Stock,AskPrice))

).

buy(Who,Stock,SellingPrice):-
% runs as a background thread
% in parallel with other buy operations
% while executing code on a remote server
bg(remote_run(
try_to_buy(Who,Stock,SellingPrice)

)).

try_to_buy(Me,Stock,LimitPrice):-
% this thread connects to a server side
% constraint and waits until the constraint
% is solved to true on the server
% by a corresponding sell transaction
wait_for(offer(You,Stock,YourPrice),[
YourPrice=<LimitPrice,
% server side ’local’ in/1
in(has(You,Stock)),
in(capital(You,YourCapital)),
in(capital(Me,MyCapital)),
MyNewCapital is MyCapital-YourPrice,
YourNewCapital is YourCapital+YourPrice,
out(capital(You,YourNewCapital)),
out(capital(Me,MyNewCapital)),
out(has(Me,Stock))

]).

D. Agent Programming with Agent Classes and Inference En-
gines

Agent classes are built on top of Jinni’s Object Oriented Pro-
log system. Jinni’s Multiple Cyclic Inheritance allows static
reuse of agent features and agent behavior elements and com-
positional mechanisms for building new agents from libraries
distribute over the Internet.

An Agent Class provides a goal set and a specialized infer-
ence engine working as query interpreter on a separate thread.
In a client-server setting this can be seen as a generalized ser-
vice processor. An agent instance feeds the query interpreter
while listening as a server on a port. It also creates a thread
for each goal in the goal set. Agent instances have unique
global IDs and communicate through remote or local black-
boards. Each agent instance runs its own set of goal threads.

/*
Basic Agent Class. Encapsulates
peer-to-peer capabilities
(client + server) and
goal-oriented behavior.

*/

:-[prolog_object].
:-[client].
:-[server].

/*
Self centered test agent: its client
component talks to its server component
on a local port.

*/
agent:-
agent(behave(20),2000,

localhost,2000,agatha).

/*
Default Agent Constructor:
- runs a goal in background for 20 seconds
- listens on a local port as a server
- sets up client side communication with

a server at a given host and port
*/
agent(Goal,LocalPort,RemoteHost,

RemotePort,Password):-
server(LocalPort,Password),
client(RemoteHost,RemotePort,Password),
bg(serve), % starts server thread
bg(Goal). % starts goal thread

/*
Default simple behavior:
prints messages each second.

*/
behave(N):-
for(I,1,N),

sleep(1),
ask(println(message(I))),

I=N.

Note that the agent class simply a combination of client and
server classes together with one or more (background) goal
threads.

Deriving an agent using a secure transport layer with the
same default behavior is obtained by extending agent with se-
cure server and secure client components:

:-[secure_server].
:-[secure_client].
:-[agent].

where a secure server is defined as:

:-[server].
% provides encrypted and
% serialize Prolog terms
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:-[sealed_term].

and a secure client is defined as:

:-[client].
:-[sealed_term].

IX. RELATED WORK

An important number of early software agent applications are
described in [7] and, in the context of new generation network-
ing software, in [8], [9].

Mobile code/mobile computation technologies are pioneered
by General Magic’s Telescript (see [10] for their Java based
mobile agent product) and IBM’s Java based Aglets [11]. Other
mobile agent and mobile object related work illustrate the rapid
growth of the field: [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17].

Implementation technologies for mobile code are studied in
[18]. Early work on the Linda coordination framework [3],
[19], [20] has shown its potential for coordination of multi-
agent systems. The logical modeling and planning aspects of
computational Multi-Agent systems have been pioneered by
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28].

X. CONCLUSION

We have shown that agent programming patterns are well ex-
pressed in terms of an object oriented layer extended with a
generalized inheritance mechanism, by composing library com-
ponents for secure peer-to-peer agent communication, coordi-
nation and goal execution. We have used for this purpose a
number of independent programming language constructs like
inference engines, threads and remote execution mechanisms.
Blackboards with constraints and associative search have been
suggested as an alternative to message passing agent architec-
tures. An increasing number of past and ongoing projects are
using our agent architecture for applications ranging from vir-
tual personalities to online trading agents and internet based
teaching tools. We plan to extend our agent class libraries to
cover a larger diversity of agent programming patterns in a
number of different application domains.
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